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Introduction

B

asilicata is a southern Italian region whose origins have been deeply
influenced by cultures and populations coming from the opposite
cardinal points. Each of them has left its own legacy, which has
gradually merged with the heritage of the local populations, the Lucanians.
Here, you can discover the vestiges of people coming from all Europe, Asia
Minor and North Africa. This rich heritage has created a unique cultural
offer, steeped in ancient history and boasting the precious contributions
by artists and writers, who were born or lived in the region. Diversity and
multiculturalism are further enhanced by the geographical features of
Basilicata. Its landscape ranges from high peaks in the national parks to
endless cultivated fields on the hills; from wide plains to the beaches of the
Tyrrhenian and Ionian coasts. The two coastlines of Basilicata are different
from each other, but both filled with colours and scents.
Starting from Matera, collectively defined as the ‘Wonder of the World’,
to Potenza, the regional capital known as the ‘Vertical City’, we invite
you to dive into art, culture and nature and explore the region’s ‘sights’
and ‘enchantment’, which will make your journey a truly unforgettable
experience.
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Matera
Wonder of the World
A timeless city, the 2019 European Capital of Culture

L

et yourself go, follow your instinct and wander around the stone
labyrinths, where the incessant
flow of time loses track of its trajectory.
Capture the charm of a very ancient
story and get closer to your deepest
roots, starting from the heart of the
Murgia plateau, from the tuff, consisting of tender and warm limestone,
which is both mother and origin of
Matera, the designated 2019 European
Capital of Culture.
This soft rock has given birth to the
Sassi, revealing both its cave districts: they are divided by a spectacular
canyon, which is overlooked by the
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walls engraved in the guts of the earth
of the Archaeological Park of the
Rock Churches. A unique location nominated a UNESCO World Heritage Site
for its historical, archaeological and
landscape value. A unique magic that,
over time, has achieved the fame of an
extraordinary natural film set, where,
especially at sunset, you will feel part
of a Nativity scene, full of meaning.
Pure and authentic scenery with no signs of modernity, the Murgia Materana
and the Sassi have seen traces of man
since prehistoric times and bear witness to the history of humanity, having
been continuously inhabited.

Matera Wonder of the World
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■ ROCK CHURCHES
The Parco della Murgia Materana, also
known as the Historical Natural Park of the
Rock Churches of Matera, boasts a natural
and spiritual heritage of exceptional value,
thanks to its over one hundred and fifty
cave churches included in the UNESCO
World Heritage List since 1993 Some of
these places of worship date back to the
Romanesque period and are richly decorated with frescoes and wonderful architectural elements such as apses, quatrefoils, capitals and arches, made even more
beautiful by small domes.
Outside the city, in Pietrapenta, lies the
Cripta del Peccato Originale (Crypt of
the Original Sin), known as the ‘Sistine
Chapel’ of rock-hewn churches. The Crypt
is decorated with mural paintings of the
Benedictine-Beneventan style, dating back
to the 8th-9th centuries AD. An extraordinary cycle of frescoes which depicts, among
others, episodes of the Creation and the
Original Sin.
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Many of the rock churches within the Sassi
districts can be visited. Santa Lucia alle
Malve, located inside a monastery of Benedictine nuns, had been a place of worship
until 1283. The interior boasts frescoes of
great historical-artistic value. The adjoining churches of Santa Maria de Idris and
San Giovanni in Monterrone, both located
on a spur that rises from the cave-dwellings of the Sasso Caveoso, have valuable
frescoes dating back to the 12th and 17th
centuries.

Matera Wonder of the World

The large monastic complex of Madonna
delle Virtù e San Nicola dei Greci, is one
of the most important examples of what
is known as ‘negative space architecture’ and is used as a venue for prestigious
contemporary art exhibitions. It is worth
mentioning the Chiesa di Santa Barbara, a
rock church consisting of 3 spaces: narthex,
presbytery and apse. The exterior features
some ancient tombs carved out of the rock.
The Convicinio di Sant’Antonio is a unique
example of rock complex consisting of four
ancient churches: San Primo, Sant’Egidio
(also known as Chiesa dell’Annunziata), San
Donato and Sant’Antonio Abate. They
are connected to each other by a wide yard,
and each of them is richly decorated with
interesting religious frescoes.
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■ CHURCHES ON THE PLAIN
Among the churches located in the historic
centre and along the city’s viewpoints,
offering stunning vistas over the Sassi, the
Cathedral definitely stands out. The church
is dedicated to the patron saints of the city,
the Madonna della Bruna and Sant’Eustachio (1230/1270).
Must-see sites include the Chiesa di San
Francesco d’Assisi, the Chiesa del Purgatorio and the Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista
(1233), which is considered one of the most
beautiful sacred places in the city. In Piazza Vittorio Veneto, the town centre, the
Chiesa di San Domenico, with its outstanding 13th-century rose window, is located
next to the Convento dei Padri Predicatori,
which today is the official residence of the
prefect.

8
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■ MATERA CATHEDRAL
Located at the heart of the town centre, the
Cathedral was built in the 13th century, in
a unique architectural style, after Matera
Diocese was made titular see, together
with Acerenza. The Pugliese-Romanesque
architecture is still clearly visible on the
exterior of the church, where all the decorations feature biblical symbols dating from
the Middle Ages. The elements really worth
seeking out include: the rose window, the
portals, which are finely carved with plant
volutes, the columns and capitals, the Latin
epigraph showing the year of completion
of the Cathedral, the frescos of the Madonna della Bruna and “The Last Judgment”,
attributed to Rinaldo da Taranto and dating
back to 1270.
Next to the Cathedral, the Museo Diocesano
was set up in the halls belonging to the Diocese. The museum takes visitors through
a ‘journey back in time’, from present day
back to the origins of the Church.
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■ CASTELLO TRAMONTANO
The city’s Castle was commissioned at the
beginning of the 16th century by Count
Giancarlo Tramontano.
The construction was left unfinished
because of the count’s murder in 1515 by
some rebels. Its unfinished nature makes
it particularly fascinating and the ideal
location to host important cultural and
musical events.
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■ MUSEO ARCHEOLOGICO NAZIONALE
DOMENICO RIDOLA
The history of mankind in Matera’s
surroundings is exhibited at the national
archaeological museum, the oldest museum in Basilicata, established in 1911 by
Domenico Ridola, a physician with a keen
interest in archaeological research. The rich
prehistoric collection displays a wide variety of stone tools and potteries, narrating
the evolutionary path of man in the city of
the Sassi, from the Lower Palaeolithic to

Matera Wonder of the World
the Upper Neolithic. The hall dedicated to
the museum’s founder has preserved the
charm of its original setting and displays
documents attesting Ridola’s activities as
physician, politician and archaeologist. The
Rizzon Collection is particularly remarkable: an exceptional collection of Lucanian
and Apulian red-figure vases dating back
to 4th century BC, bearing testimony to the
evolution of ancient Greek pottery.
■ MUSEO NAZIONALE D’ARTE
MEDIOEVALE E MODERNA DELLA
BASILICATA
The national museum of medieval and
modern art in Basilicata is located in
Palazzo Lanfranchi, a monumental palace
commissioned around the 17th century by
Archbishop Vincenzo Lanfranchi to host the
city’s seminary. The museum boasts three
galleries: Sacred art, D’Errico Collection
and Contemporary Art, which are housed in
halls on the first floor of the building.
On the ground floor, the Sala Levi keeps the
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panoramic mural “Lucania ‘61”, made by
Carlo Levi on the occasion of the hundredth
anniversary of the Italian Unification.
■ MUSMA
The only cave-museum in the world
and important exhibition venue entirely
dedicated to sculpture, the MUSMA narrates
the story of Italian and international
sculpture from the end of 1800s to present
day. The collection contains donations made
by artists, collectors, art dealers and critics
to the Fondazione Zètema of Matera, which
is the museum’s organising body.
The MUSMA is housed in Palazzo Pomarici, a
16th-century building with deeply recessed
caves, where you will discover the amazing
combination of centuries-old, man-made
rock caves, with contemporary sculpture.
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■ PALOMBARO LUNGO
Three metres below Piazza Vittorio Veneto there is the Palombaro, a giant cistern
considered as a true pearl of hydraulic
engineering and architecture. The cistern,
completed in 1848, was used by the Sassi
inhabitants for water collection. Today the
Palombaro has become one of Matera’s
great sights. With its 14 metres of depth,
the cistern can store up to 3.5 million litres
of water, in 350 square metres.

mals. Under the floor, a cistern was generally found. The Museo Laboratorio della
Civiltà Contadina (Museum Workshop of the
Peasant Culture) is housed in one of these
8th-century cave-houses, which has gone
through extensive restoration. You can visit
the kitchen, the cistern to collect rainwater,
the stable and the manger, where ancient
tools and furniture are displayed.

■ CASA GROTTA AND MUSEO
LABORATORIO DELLA CIVILTÀ
CONTADINA
The casa-grotta is the traditional cave-house of the Sassi of Matera where peasants’
families used to live at least up the post-war
period. Today, some of them can be visited. Carved out of the tuff, these ancient
cave-dwellings were made up of one room,
with a wide opening at the entrance. They
served as a shelter for both men and ani-
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■ CASA ORTEGA
This museum-house bears witness to the
presence of the great José Ortega in Matera.
The great Spanish artist spent some time in
the city, rediscovering local arts and crafts.
It houses twenty polychrome bas-reliefs
made by Ortega in 1975 in Matera, using
the most popular handicraft technique:
papier-mâché.
The ceramics made by Giuseppe Mitarotonda, a Materan artisan, make this house even
more beautiful and interesting to visit.
■ CASA NOHA
Surrounded by the narrow streets of the
Civita district, this ancient house protected by the Fondo Ambiente Italiano
narrates the exciting story of Matera.
Casa Noha will take visitors through a suggestive multimedia journey into discovering the town and its soul. The ‘narrating
walls’ of the house display scenes from
“The invisible Sassi. An extraordinary
journey through the history of Matera”.
The film guides visitors along an itinerary
from prehistoric times to present day.
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Festival of the Madonna della Bruna
Thousands of people gather
together in the town, from dawn till
dusk, to celebrate the Virgin Mary.
■ According to tradition, since 1389, every

■ BIBLIOTECA T. STIGLIANI
Built in 1933, Matera’s provincial library
boasts a collection of over 300,000 books.
Housed in Palazzo dell’Annunziata, in Piazza
Vittorio Veneto, it is divided into different
sections, including the Ancient Fund, where
parchments, manuscripts and incunabula
are kept.
■ CASA CAVA
The rock-cut auditorium of Casa Cava was
built thanks to architectural and cultural
projects which received several international awards. Thanks to its extraordinary
natural acoustics, the auditorium hosts concerts and musical events, as well as shows,
exhibitions and other cultural activities.

year on the 2nd July, Matera celebrates the
Madonna della Bruna, the city’s Patron
saint. Steeped in religious traditions, full of
vibrant pagan rites, this spectacular festival
is magical to be a part of. The Madonna della
Bruna festival is the longest day of the year
for Materans: the entire city pays homage to
the Virgin, with celebrations long-awaited by
the faithful. The festival celebrates the Virgin
Mary apparition to a
peasant, in a neighbourhood known today
as Piccianello. The
Carro Trionfale, a giant
float, carries the Madonna around the streets of the town centre,
up to the Cathedral. At
night, the float continues its journey across the town’s central
square, where it is grabbed and destroyed by
the citizens, according to tradition.
THE LEGEND. A mysterious noble woman
appeared to a peasant and his child while
they were walking to the town. It is told
that they agreed to take her to the inhabited
centre. Once at the district known today
as Piccianello district, in front of the most
notable people in town, she disclosed all the
magnificence of the Virgin Mary and asked
the peasant to bring a letter to the Bishop,
where she revealed she was the Mother of
Jesus. All bystanders had a sudden flash of
inspiration and since then, each year, on the
2nd of July, the apparition of the Virgin has
been commemorated by carrying her statue
in procession along the streets of Matera, on
a giant float that is grabbed and destroyed by
the citizens.
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Potenza,
the Vertical City
Potenza has been the regional capital for over two hundred years and boasts
a thousand-year old history

A

ncient alleys, enchanting
squares and historic stairways
surround the old town centre.
The heart of the city is via Pretoria, the
ancient decumanus, which is a gathering place for local people as well as
the main street of the city. It is home
to important cultural institutions,
such as the ancient “Francesco Stabile”
Theatre, in Piazza Francesco Mario Pagano, the Museo Archeologico Nazionale
(National Archaeological Museum) and
the Auditorium of the “Carlo Gesualdo
di Venosa” music conservatory.
Modern architecture is finely represented by the four escalators that not
only connect the historic centre to the
outskirts, but also give the capital city
its peculiar ‘vertical look’. Equally, the
Musmeci Bridge, which might be a candidate for the UNESCO World Heritage
List. These architectural sights repre-
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sent the ideal backdrop for avant-garde
art with its elegant plasticity.
Potenza is also home to important cultural hubs. The following are particularly noteworthy: the National Library,
the Museo Archeologico Nazionale
(National Archaeological Museum)
“Dinu Adamesteanu” and the Civic
Gallery of Palazzo Loffredo, and the
Museo Archeologico Provinciale (Provincial Archaeological Museum) with the
adjacent Pinacoteca.
In Potenza, it is certainly worth visiting
the Roman bridge of San Vito, located near the industrial area and built
between 248 and 305 AD, as well as the
mosaico di Malvaccaro (mosaic of Malvaccaro), which decorated the interior
of a Roman villa where some precious
ceramics of the 2nd-4th century were
also found.

Potenza, the Vertical City
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■ TEATRO FRANCESCO STABILE
Nominated as the “Historic regional theatre” in 2014, it is considered as one of
the main sights of artistic excellence in
the region. The construction started in
1856, and it was officially opened on the
26th of January 1881, on the occasion of
the arrival of King Umberto I and Queen
Margherita of Savoy in Potenza.
Located in a very central position in
Piazza Francesco Mario Pagano, the theatre is named after local musician Francesco Stabile. Its structure, decorations
and design boast features very similar to
those of the San Carlo Theatre in Naples.
The stalls, three levels of boxes and the
gallery surround the orchestra and the
stage. Its small size makes it a one-ofa-kind gem. During the year it hosts
cultural events of great prestige.
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■ CATHEDRAL AND MAIN CHURCHES
Among the main historical and architectural sights of the capital, it is particularly
worth mentioning the many churches,
which embed an extraordinary artistic
heritage, starting from San Gerardo
Cathedral. Originally dedicated to the
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
between the 12th and 13th centuries it was
named after Saint Gerard. The Cathedral is
located on the highest point of the historic
centre. Its construction dates back to the
13th century, but it was rebuilt in the 18th
century according to a design by architect
Magri, a pupil of Vanvitelli.
The interior houses a Roman sarcophagus
containing the remains of Saint Gerard,
while below the main altar, a crypt with a
polychrome mosaic of the 3rd-4th century
has been found. The bronze doors of the
main façade, made by Calabrian sculptor
Giuseppe Niglia in 1968, are valuable.
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Furthermore, on the main city centre’s
street, via Pretoria, you can visit the Chiesa
di San Michele, that was founded in 1178
and is a treasure trove of works of art: a
16th-century fresco depicting the Virgin
enthroned with the child and an Annunciation, a masterpiece by Pietrafesa; the
Chiesa di San Francesco, dating back to
the 13th century, which houses treasured
14th-century frescoes, and another depicting the Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, made
in the 1500s by Todisco; the Chiesa della
Trinità, dating back to the 11th century,
and rebuilt after the earthquake of 1857.
Near the historic centre, the Chiesa di
Santa Maria del Sepolcro, one of the most
ancient churches in the city, dating back
to the 12th-13th century, is really worth
a visit. The interior boasts a 17th-century
wooden coffered ceiling and several works
of art dating back to the 15th century.
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■ MUSEO ARCHEOLOGICO
NAZIONALE DINU ADAMESTEANU
Since 2005, the prestigious Palazzo
Loffredo, in the heart of Potenza
historic centre, has housed the national
archaeological museum of Basilicata,
named after Dinu Adamesteanu, the
Romanian archaeologist who was the first
head of the archaeological heritage office
of Basilicata region (1964-1977).
The museum boasts an exhibition space
of over two thousand square metres,
where the story of an ancient past is narrated. Two floors, featuring 22 rooms and
8 sections, illustrate the region’s cultural
evolution, from the period preceding Greek colonisation to the Roman conquest.
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■ GALLERIA CIVICA AND CAPPELLA
DEI CELESTINI
Palazzo Loffredo encloses the exhibition
venues of the municipal Civic Gallery,
together with the rooms of the Cappella dei
Celestini (chapel). Due to their architectural
and historical value, they are the main exhibition spaces in the city that host important
figurative art exhibitions in addition to
collective ones featuring artworks by Italian
and European artists.
■ MUSEO DIOCESANO
The former Seminary, behind the Cathedral
of San Gerardo, is home to the diocesan
museum of Potenza. The museum offers
its visitors one of the most interesting
collections of sacred objects in the region.
Through a journey between art and faith,
the museum boasts a rich selection of sacred silverware and paintings.
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■ MUSEO ARCHEOLOGICO PROVINCIALE
The museo archeologico provinciale
(provincial archaeological museum) of
Potenza retains the historical memory of
the area and guides visitors through the
discovery of the uses, cults and traditions
of the peoples who had settled in Basilicata,
from the Greek colonisation to the late
Imperial Age. The museum’s permanent
collection on the first floor includes remains
found in the Greek colony of Metaponto, in
the indigenous sites of the area surrounding
Potenza and the Romanised inland towns. It
hosts temporary exhibitions on archaeology,
modern and contemporary art, with guided
tours and educational activities.
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■ PINACOTECA PROVINCIALE
Adjacent to the museum, there is the
Pinacoteca Provinciale, the Provincial Art
Gallery, designed by engineer Giuseppe
Quaroni and architect Marcello Piacentini,
in 1905. It houses the permanent exhibition
of paintings and sculptures dedicated to
Concetto Valente. This includes part of the
pictorial and sculptural collection owned by
the Province of Potenza and features works
of art dating back to the 19th and 20th
centuries. Some of the featured artists are
Di Chirico, Tedesco, Mona, La Creta Brando,
Guerricchio, Claps and Squitieri. There are
also works by Carlo Levi, Fausto Pirandello
and Renato Guttuso.
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■ BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE
The National Library of Potenza began its
activity in 1983 as a branch of the National
Library of Naples. It is house to the collection of Giuseppe Viggiani, who was a
painter and bibliophile, nephew of Giustino
Fortunato. The latter was, on turn, a great
scholar and expert of Southern Italy. This
collection displays over 15,000 printed
materials of purely humanistic content. The
Library has a collection of about 300,000
items.

■ ARCHIVIO DI STATO
The State Archive of Potenza is a local department of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and stores archives and
documents created by the ancien régime’s
judiciary and the judicial, administrative and
financial branches of the State which had
been established in the province of Basilicata
as of 1806.

Festival of the Patron Saint
A great event across faith,
religious worship and tradition
takes place every year.
■ The patron saint of Potenza, Saint
Gerardo da Piacenza, is celebrated each
year, on the 30th of May, when his effigy
is carried in procession along the main
streets of the capital. The day before,
during the Historical Parade of the Turks,
the sacred merges with the profane, history
and legend come together and the ancient
and the modern combine to give birth to
one whole thing.
HISTORICAL PARADE OF THE TURKS
Gentlemen on steeds covered with drapes
parade through the main streets of the city,
next to commoners
on small carts pulled
by oxen, along with
slaves, odalisques,
flag-wavers,
jugglers, sword
throwers and other
performers. This
very long historical
procession recalls
three moments: the
19th century, with a
commemoration in
Piazza Sedile where
the traditional Iaccara
is lighted; the 16th
century, at Porta
Salza, where Count
Alfonso de Guevara receives the silver
keys of the city; and the third ‘picture’,
with the procession and popular devotion
to the Patron Saint in the 12th century.
The Parade narrates the legend according
to which, as a result of San Gerardo’s
intercession, the invasion of the Turks who
wanted to besiege the city was stopped.
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Artistic and
Cultural Routes
■ VENOSA
Steeped in history and listed among Italy’s
most beautiful villages, the town of Venosa
is homeland to Horace, one of the greatest
Roman poets, and Carlo Gesualdo (Venosa
1566-Gesualdo 1613), famous madrigal
composer. The urban layout boasts some
authentic gems of priceless artistic value:
from the Abbazia della Santissima Trinità,
surrounded by the Roman archaeological
park, to the castle of Pirro del Balzo, home
of the Museo Archeologico Nazionale (National Archaeological Museum). Don’t miss
the Cathedral of Sant’Andrea Apostolo, the
prehistoric Palaeolithic site of Notarchirico,
one of the oldest in Europe, the House of

Horace and several fine fountains. What’s
more, Venosa boasts sites of great historical and archaeological interest, that are
witness to the cult of the dead in ancient
times. The Jewish Catacombs, located near
the Christian ones, show the presence of a
significant Jewish community between the
4th and 9th centuries. Carved out of the
tuff and articulated in various tunnels, with
tombstones and niches along the walls,
they boast plenty of graffiti and funerary
epigraphs with inscriptions in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, engravings depicting the menorah, and frescoes.
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Museo Archeologico Nazionale
The national archaeological museum
of Venosa is contiguous to the walls of
the Aragonese castle, commissioned by
Pirro del Balzo in 1470. Inaugurated in
1991, the museum itinerary includes five
sections ranging from prehistoric and
pre-Roman times to the High Middle Ages.
Numerous epigraphs, mostly of funerary
kind, are displayed to visitors. Since 1996,
the museum has showcased a section
dedicated to prehistory, from the lower
Palaeolithic to the Metal Age.

28
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■ ACERENZA
It is one of Italy’s most beautiful villages
and ‘Cathedral City’. The ancient Acheruntia, inhabited since the 6th century BC, and
mentioned by Latin poet Horace, overlooks
the Bradano valley.
The history of Acerenza, Roman town first,
then Norman and finally Renaissance, is
visible in its churches, ancient buildings
and beautiful stone portals, decorated with
sculptures and coats of arms of families
a bygone age. Traces of the city’s ancient
history can also be found in the Museo
Diocesano (Diocesan Museum) and in the
Museo dei Legni Intagliati (Museum of carved wood). The most important monument
in Acerenza is the monumental Romanesque-Gothic Cathedral that characterises
the heart of the ancient town and keeps
many treasures. Among them, gravestones,
the stick of Saint Canio (relic belonged to
the bishop and martyr of the 4th century),

the Renaissance crypt decorated with
frescoes by Giovanni Todisco da Abriola, a
valuable sarcophagus owned by the Ferrillo
counts, and an ancient holy water font. Endless vineyards and green fields cover, like a
soft blanket, the hill where Acerenza rises,
making it a ‘City of Wine’, very important
for the production of the excellent Aglianico red wine.
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Museo Diocesano
The ancient building, once home to the Acerenza seminary, today houses the Diocesan
Museum, where objects from the treasure of
the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta can be
found. The museum’s exhibits, dating back
to different historical periods, are truly fascinating as they narrate the life and spiritual
experiences of Benedictine and Franciscan
monks, saint priests and bishops.
The remains found in the area may be dating
back to the 9th century BC - 4th century AD.
They are exhibited in the archaeological and
lapidary section, and include a marble bust
of emperor Julian the Apostate (331-363).
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■ MELFI
This city has an illustrious past: beloved by
the Normans of Guiscardo and Frederick
II of Swabia, Melfi was the regional capital
of the Duchy of Apulia during the 12th
century. Built around its outstanding castle,
home to the Museo archeologico nazionale
del melfese Massimo Pallottino (national
archaeological museum of the Melfi area),
today, this Norman town is the fourth largest
in Basilicata and is known to have been the
site of the Council which, in 1089, gave rise
to the “League of the First Crusade”, wanted
by Pope Urban II. Moreover, in Melfi, about
two centuries later, Frederick II promulgated
the Constitutions of Melfi, or Liber Augustalis,
the largest secular legal code of the Middle
Ages. An ancient legacy bears evidence to
its past as a capital: the Porta Venosina and
its medieval walls, the Via del Vescovado
(now Corso Garibaldi), overlooked by noble
buildings and the Cathedral commissioned by
Roger II, as well as many churches, including
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The Pietà, in coloured stone dating back to
the 1400s, and made by a talented southern
Italian artist, is a rare and extraordinarily
beautiful work.
Museo archeologico nazionale del
Melfese Massimo Pallottino

the rock churches of Santa Margherita and
Santa Lucia (13th century), and monumental
fountains. Finally, of great interest is the
Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta in the
Byzantine-Gothic style, with coffered ceiling
decorated with pure gold and an outstanding
bell tower, among the most distinguished
examples of the Norman architecture in Italy.
Museo Diocesano
The Diocesan Museum resides in the
Bishop’s Palace, in Piazza Duomo. Its rich
heritage consists of precious objects and
artefacts from the ancient diocese of Melfi.
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The National Archaeological Museum of
Melfi, enclosed within the Norman Swabian
Castle of the village, narrates the story of
the people who had lived in the Melfi area.
The classical section goes from the 4th-3rd
century BC, the Roman period starts from the
2nd century BC, while the archaic phase covers the period from the 7th-6th century BC,
showing significant archaeological documents found in the area. The Roman era is documented by the splendid funerary monument
of the 2nd century AD, the Sarcophagus of
Rapolla, attributed to workshops in Asia Minor. Along the itinerary, you can visit the Sale
Doria, halls with some original 18th-century
furnishings and 17th-century paintings.
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■ FORENZA
In the churches of San Nicola, Annunziata
and Crocifisso, with the attached Franciscan
convent, it is possible to visit (pre-booking
only) a travelling exhibition throughout
the year. This is evidence to the splendid
artistic season lived by the town of Forenza
between the 17th and 18th centuries. Recent studies have found out that Guglielmo
Borremans, a painter from Anversa mostly
known for his long activity in Sicily, worked
in Forenza.
■ RIPACANDIDA
Ripacandida, city of honey, wine and oil, but
also the home to saints and lords, stands
out from the top of a whitish hill, from which its name derives. In this small town of
the Vulture area there is a church, dedicated
to San Donato, richly decorated with a series of frescoes which, due to the grandeur
of representation, themes and technique,
have been compared to those of the Upper
Basilica of Assisi. Inspired by Giotto’s art,
the cycle depicts episodes from the Old and
New Testaments, using the technique of
division into scenes.
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■ MURO LUCANO
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Located west of the region’s capital, Muro
Lucano is one of the most important spots in
Basilicata. The village stands on the remains
of the ancient Numistro and is renowned for
having been chosen by Hannibal as a stopover in the shade of its oaks; for the tumults
related to the castle, where Joanna I died by
order of Charles of Durazzo in 1382; and for
having given birth to the first ‘Futurist of
America’, Joseph Stella.
Built around 1000, the Cathedral houses
a precious altarpiece by Cornelio Sammet
depicting the Madonna del Rosario. Next to
it, there is the bishop’s palace which, since
2003, has housed the Museo Archeologico
Nazionale (national archaeological museum). A few steps from the manor house,
there is the statue of San Gerardo Maiella,
patron saint of Basilicata and protector of
mothers and children. The religious itineraries named “Gerardini Routes” are dedicated
to the Saint, who was born and lived in the
village.

Museo archeologico nazionale
Built in 2003 within the former Bishop’s
seminary, the National Archaeological
Museum of Muro Lucano constitutes a single
monumental complex with the Cathedral,
the bishop’s palace, the curia and the nearby
castle. An exhibition venue of a thousand
square metres spreads over three levels and
five themed sections on permanent display,
and preserves centuries of local archaeology,
with particular reference to the north-western area where the Peuketiantes lived.
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■ VAGLIO BASILICATA
Museo delle Antiche Genti di Lucania
and the sites of Serra and Rossano
By enhancing local resources, following a
more innovative concept of local museum,
the Museum of the Ancient People of Lucania in Vaglio Basilicata exhibits evocative
virtual reconstructions of the main archaeological sites scattered around the area.
According to the concept of museo diffuso,
(extended, open-air museum), the archaeological sites of Serra and Rossano have been
added to the tour. Rossano’s site boasts a
sacred area with an extraurban sanctuary
dedicated to the goddess Mefitis (a highly
venerated goddess of water), founded in
the second half of the 4th century BC and
inhabited until the early Roman age. On
Mount Serra San Bernardo, in Serra di Vaglio,
the remains of an ancient settlement, whose
origins date back to the 8th century BC, have
been found. Several archaeological finds and
terracotta pots, of ancient Greece style and
dating from the 6th to the 4th centuries BC,
have also been discovered.
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■ IRSINA

Museo archeologico civico Janora

Named Montepeloso until 1895, the town
has ancient origins, as evidenced by the numerous archaeological finds dating back to
the Greek-Roman period, discovered along
with an important rock settlement found at
the entrance of the village. These findings
were brought to light by Michele Janora, to
whom the Archaeological Museum of the
city is dedicated. The village was backdrop to
bloody battles between the Saracens, Byzantines and Normans, and was elected bishop’s
see in 1123. Within its turreted walls, the
town offers noble palaces, portals and many
examples of valuable sacred buildings. In the
Cathedral of the Assumption, started in the
13th century and rebuilt in 1777, the statue
of St. Euphemia stands out among wonderful
polychrome marbles. The statue of the saint
patron of the city is attributed to Mantegna.
The work, made in “Nanto” stone, sculpted
in the round and painted, is a masterpiece
of the Renaissance. The frescoes in the crypt
of the chiesa di San Francesco and the path
of the fountains and underground passages,
called “Bottini”, are of great value.

Some rooms of the 16th-century convent of
San Francesco, in the heart of Irsina historic
centre, host the “Michele Janora” civic archaeological museum, boasting a collection
of about three hundred exhibits (mostly
ceramics) dating back to different historical
periods, from prehistory to the Hellenistic
age, and displayed in chronological order.

Exhibition “I Tesori del Bradano”
The permanent multimedia exhibition
entitled “The treasures of the Bradano” was
set up at the 15th century deconsecrated
chiesa dell’Annunziata. It is an evocative
and narrative environment which, using
the support of holographic projections and
virtual sets, guides visitors into discovering
the culture, places and traditions of the city.
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■ GRUMENTO
In his “History of Basilicata”, Tommaso
Pedio writes that “the most illustrious city
in Roman Lucania is Grumentum”. Located
along the Via Erculea, Grumento was home
to Bindaice, Ocilo and Ocello, all students
of Pythagoras, and the summer residence
of Roman senators. Today, Grumento Nova
stands on a high hill in the Agri Valley, near
the remains of the ancient city, which was
destroyed by the Saracens in 1031.

while the Roman remains of Grumentum
rise from the nearby archaeological park,
considered one of the most important in
southern Italy. The park’s most significant
remains include a theatre dating back to
the Augustan Age, two small temples from
the Imperial Age, a patrician domus, the
casa dei mosaici (house of mosaics) and the
elliptical amphitheatre, which used to host
gladiator games and attract the merchants
travelling along the Empire’s streets.

Steeped in history and culture, the town
offers visitors an interesting tour across
sacred buildings and noble palaces, archaeological sites and museums. Among
the churches, the ones dedicated to Saint
Anthony and the Holy Rosary stand out,
while among the palaces of power, the Sanseverino castle of Norman origin is really
worth seeking out. Furthermore, Grumento
archaeology is proudly displayed in the
Museo archeologico nazionale (national archaeological museum) of Contrada Spineta,

The National Archaeological Museum of the
Alta Val d’Agri is the only national museum
in the southern-western area of Basilicata
and narrates the history of the Roman city
of Grumentum and the Alta Val d’Agri. In
recent years, the cultural offer has been
enriched with the exhibition of materials
from new excavation campaigns, which led
to the discovery of the Imperial Baths and
the Forum.

Museo Archeologico Nazionale
Alta Val D’agri
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■ TRICARICO

Museo archeologico

The outline of a 27 metres high, ancient
Norman tower dominates the houses of the
ancient village of Tricarico, first Lombard, then Saracen, Byzantine and finally
Norman stronghold. From the top of the
village, the Convento di S. Chiara stands out
from the horizon, immersed in spirituality. Its entrance is past the 12th-century
cappella del Crocifisso, which was entirely
frescoed in the 17th century by a talented
painter from Ferrandina, Pietro Antonio
Ferro. Descending towards the town centre
you reach the focal point for Tricarico
citizens: Piazza Garibaldi, overlooked by
the 13th-century chiesa di S. Francesco
and the palazzo ducale, boasting a double
portal with the Pignatelli and Revertera
coats of arms. Inside, two rooms decorated
with wooden ceilings preserve precious
eighteenth-century paintings.
The Convento di S. Antonio di Padova and
the Chiesa and Convento del Carmine make
the monumental heritage of the city even
richer. The convent contains a Nativity
scene created by renowned artist Maestro
Francesco Artese, which reproduces the districts of the Arab-Norman city and some
rural life scenes.

Since March 2001, the halls of the Palazzo
Ducale of Tricarico (ducal palace) have
housed a significant collection of archaeological finds that testify to the important
role as a strategic point in the road system,
played by the Medio Basento area since
the Archaic period. Rocco Scotellaro, was
a famous poet to whom a documentation
centre, set up in the former monumental
complex of St. Francis of Assisi, is dedicated. In his homeland, strong and evocative
evidence to the prolonged Arab presence
can be found in the Saracena and Rabatana
districts, intricate networks of city walls,
terraced gardens, and towers.
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Museo Diocesano
In the17th-century Palazzo Vescovile (bishop palace), the oldest diocesan archive
in the entire region is kept. The Diocesan
Museum of Tricarico features five exhibition sections that display the historical,
artistic and archaeological heritage coming
from the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta
and the large diocesan territory. One area is
entirely dedicated to the Venerable Mons.
Raffaello Delle Nocche, bishop of the Diocese of Tricarico from 1922 to 1960.
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■ MONTESCAGLIOSO
Abbazia di San Michele Arcangelo
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A town of great interest for its history
and landscape, Montescaglioso hosts the
splendid 7th-century Abbey of San Michele Arcangelo, considered one of the most
significant monuments in Basilicata.
Spread across three floors, with the lower
level consisting of rock-hewn cellars, the
building rises around the cloister.
On the upper floor, the Abbey is covered
in frescoes, dating from the 16th to the
17th century, including the cycle of paintings that decorate the library, depicting
saints, philosophers and allegorical figures
attributed to Girolamo Todisco. Part of the
sculptures of the cloisters and the church
were made by Altobello and Aurelio Persio.
The church, covered in early-18th-century
stuccoes, consists of a single large hall, with
four frescoed chapels on each side and a
dome bearing the emblem of the monastic
congregation “Congregazione Monastica
Cassinese”.
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■ MIGLIONICO
Perched on top of a hill, the town of Miglionico spreads around the outstanding Castello
del Malconsiglio. The castle, dating back to the
8th-9th century BC, is flanked by six towers,
and overlooks the entire Bradano valley. The
castle’s name derives from the bloodthirsty conspiracy made by the barons of the
Kingdom of Naples against King Ferdinand I
of Aragon (1485). The voices of the main characters of such an epoch-making event - the
Sanseverino, Guevara, Del Balzo, Caracciolo

and Acquaviva, the very King Ferdinand I of
Aragon and his son Alfonso - still echo across
the Sala del Malconsiglio. The multimedia
exhibition “Discovering the Baron’s Conspiracy” guides visitors through the intricate
story that took place inside the fortress.
During the visit to the village, do not miss the
Chiesa di Santa Maria Maggiore: the church
houses precious works, including the polyptych by the Venetian artist Cima da Conegliano, the Crucifix by Padre Umile Da Petralia
Soprana and the pipe organ whose oldest part
dates back to 1479.
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■ TURSI
Filled with the scent of orange blossoms coming from the orange gardens of the valley,
Tursi rises on a hill between the Agri and
Sinni rivers and still preserves the charm of
its thousand-year history. Rich in churches,
the town shows off its title, ‘City of Pierro’,
as it has given birth to Albino Pierro. The famous poet, nominated several times for the
Nobel Prize for literature, is known for his
opera compositions in local dialect. In the
ancient Rabatana district, houses made in
stone and bricks, a legacy from the Saracens,
seem to be hanging among steep cliffs. In
the town centre, the main interesting sights
include the Convento dei Cappuccini, founded
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in 1568, the impressive Cathedral, and other
sacred buildings such as the Chiesa di San
Filippo Neri, patron saint of Tursi, whose construction dates to 1661, and the chiesa della
Madonna delle Grazie, built in the baroque
style and dated between the 17th and 18th
centuries. At the heart of the Rabatana, the
Chiesa di Santa Maria Maggiore of the 10th9th century is really a must-see. Built by
Basilian monks, the church keeps fine sacred
art works dating back to the 16th century,
including the stone Nativity scene by Altobello Persio. Eleven kilometres away from
the town, the Santuario di Maria Santissima di
Anglona (sanctuary) shouldn’t be missed.
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■ RIVELLO
Rivello is one of the most attractive villages
in Basilicata, thanks to its picturesque
panoramic location overlooking the entire
Noce valley up to the highest peaks of
mount Sirino. Its extremely harmonious urban layout offers visitors impressive views
to the houses nestled among three hills,
in a maze of narrow streets and stairways,
dotted with beautiful noble palaces and bell
towers of ancient churches and chapels.
It boasts twenty-three sacred buildings
including the Chiesa dell’Annunziata and the
Convento di Sant’Antonio, a convent rich in
16th-century frescoes by Giovanni Todisco
and his pupils.
Convento di Sant’Antonio
In the eastern part of the town, it is worth
noting the Convento di Sant’Antonio. Built
in the 16th century, the convent boasts a
beautifully carved 17th-century choir and
plenty of 16th-18th century paintings. In
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the convent’s cloister it is possible to admire some fragments of the original paintings
depicting scenes from the Old and New
Testaments, made by Abriola Girolamo and
Giovanni Todisco. The latter also created
the splendid “Last Supper” (1559) which
decorates the refectory. The convent also
houses the permanent exhibition “Greeks
and Indigenous People between the Noce
and Lao rivers”, which includes interesting
archaeological finds discovered across the
area.
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■ MARATEA
Centro Operativo MIBAC
and Palazzo De Lieto
The Centre, a branch of the Office for
the Protection of Architectural, Natural
and Artistic and Heritages of Basilicata,
organises cultural events and exhibitions
in the “Garden of the Arts” of the Convento
dei Cappuccini. It also carries out actions on
landscape protection and school educational
activities. The first floor of Palazzo De Lieto,
belonging to the Polo Museale of Basilicata,
houses the Angelo Brando Pinacoteca.
The gallery is named after a painter from
Maratea, one of the most interesting
exponents of the figurative arts panorama
in the early 20th century. On the ground
floor, there is an event and exhibition venue,
where ancient amphorae and reproductions
of objects found in the Maratea sea are
temporarily displayed. The palace opens
in summer and, temporarily only, at other
times of the year for specific events.

Villa Nitti
Purchased in 1928 by Francesco Saverio Nitti, a great local statesman, the Villa is located
in Acquafredda di Maratea, a place of unique
scenic beauty. Of great artistic interest and
part of the heritage of the Basilicata Region,
the palace has undergone extensive restoration to be reopened to the public. Chosen
by Nitti’s family as their summer residence,
since its origins it has been the preferred
location for debates on Southern Italy and
Europe.
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■ METAPONTO
Museo and Parco archeologico Nazionale
The Museo Archeologico Nazionale (National Archaeological Museum) of Metaponto
is one of the most authoritative records
of the ancient Magna Graecia culture and
history. Its large exhibition venues boast
over two thousand finds from excavations
carried out in the ancient town of Metapontum, where the Greek philosopher
Pythagoras founded his school and died,
in the necropolis, in the colony’s fields,
and in some locations on the Ionian coast
and its hinterland, along the Bradano and
Basento river valleys. Other sections of
the museum are dedicated to the ancient
Greek colonies of Siris and Herakleia and
the ancient Italian world of the Agri and
Sinni valleys.
The archaeological park, located north
of Metaponto Borgo, includes the urban
sanctuary, part of theagora, the handicraft
district for ceramics’ production
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(kerameikos), and the great north-south
road system (plateia). There are traces of a
remarkable number of monuments, which
have marked the civil and religious life
of the colony, from the initial phases of
its foundation until the Roman conquest
in the 3rd century BC. The famous Tavole
Palatine (Palatine Tables) are really a
must-see for any visitor.
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■ POLICORO
Museo archeologico nazionale
della Siritide
The National Museum of the Siritide of
Policoro displays documents from the
prehistoric and medieval ages and traces
of the ancient Greek culture and the
gradual hellenisation of the hinterland.
Large display cabinets hold many finds
discovered during the long excavation
activities carried out in the area and started by archaeologist Dinu Adamesteanu
in the 1960s. The museum offers its visitors a fascinating journey into discovering
history and ancient culture, displaying
finds coming from princes and warriors’
tombstones, Greek and Lucanian places of
worship, precious jewels and fine pottery.
The museum houses the materials and
reconstructions of the different phases
of the famous city of Siris - with votive
statues and funerary objects (7th-6th
century BC) and painted pottery of local

production - and the Herakleia phase,
through statuettes, votive objects and
funerary objects (4th-3rd century BC).
The museum is adjacent to the archaeological park which includes the acropolis of
Herakleia, founded in 433/32 BC, and the
urban sanctuaries.
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Journey through Memory:
Art & Literature,
Traditions, History
ART & LITERATURE
■ NETWORK OF MUSEUMS AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
“ACAMM” - ALIANO, CASTRONUOVO SANT’ANDREA, MOLITERNO, MONTEMURRO

ALIANO
A journey through Carlo Levi’s literature
The itineraries of the Carlo Levi Literary
Park spread across the villages of Aliano and
Grassano. The writer’s house and the Museo
Storico with the Pinacoteca (which displays
documents, drawings and 22 original works
by Levi, as well as many photographs of
Carlo Levi’s exile) are in Aliano. The themed
installations of Palazzo Materi and Locanda
Prisco are found in Grassano. The park offers
interesting visits to the most significant
places described in Carlo Levi’s book, “Christ
stopped at Eboli”. Other interesting sights
include the Museo della civiltà contadina
(Museum of the peasant culture) in Aliano
and the Nativity scene by Francesco Artese,
inspired by the stunning landscape of Basilicata, as well as the traditions and faces of the
ancient rural civilisation.
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Museo Paul Russotto
Paul Russotto (1944-2014), an American
citizen with family roots in the village of
Aliano, was a renowned exponent of abstract expressionism.
After his death, the family donated dozens
of works (paintings, collages, drawings) to
the local community in Aliano. They are
exhibited inside the Palazzo De Leo in the
“Personal Hall of Paul Russotto”.
Pinacoteca
The Pinacoteca of Aliano houses some
works made by Carlo Levi during his stay in
Basilicata. The writer’s exile in the region
is thoroughly documented with original
paintings, lithographs, historical documents
and a permanent photo on exhibition Levi’s
life, from his birth to his burial in Aliano’s
cemetery.
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CASTRONUOVO SANT’ANDREA
Museo Internazionale della Grafica Biblioteca Comunale “Alessandro
Appella” - Atelier calcografico “Guido
Strazza”
Thirty thousand books and 1350 prints by
some of the most important contemporary
artists are housed at the MIG, the International Museum of Graphics. The museum is
known for its excellence across the villages
of the Pollino National Park, including
Castronuovo di Sant’Andrea, and the entire
Basilicata region. In the Museum-Library,
the past (Degas, Renoir, Matisse, Bonnard,
Picasso, Mirò) is reinterpreted in a multi-faceted way, to better understand the
present (Maccari, Melotti, Marino, Accardi). Accurate educational activities are also
carried out.

Avellino (museum of the life and works of
Saint Andrea Avellino). The museum is a
treasure trove of relics, books, paintings,
drawings and graphic works, which narrate
the historical and theological story of this
saint, born in Castronuovo and intimate
friend of Saint Carlo Borromeo and Saint
Filippo Neri.

Moreover, the village of Castronuovo
boasts two hundred Nativity scenes from
all over the world. Housed in the Museo
Internazionale del Presepio Vanni Scheiwiller
(International Nativity Scene Museum),
these artworks come from the collection
of Vanni Scheiwiller, a famous Milanese
publisher and that of Giuseppe Appella, an
art historian from Castronuovo.
Since August 2017, the four existing cultural centres have been joined by the Museo
della Vita e delle Opere di Sant’Andrea
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MOLITERNO
Musei Aiello Moliterno
Located in the village of Moliterno, the MAM
consists of six museums:
· The Museo Palazzo Aiello 1786, with its
intense 18th-century flavour, contains a oneof-a-kind art collection that ranges from the
early 19th century to informal post 1950s art.
· Casa Domenico Aiello displays true art
masterpieces made by great painters from the
19th-century local art scene. Among them, it
is really worth seeking out: Il Vesuvio, Morte
del cardellino and 18 original notebooks by
Michele Tedesco; two splendid children’s
portraits by Giacomo Di Chirico; several works
by Angelo Brando; some canvases by Vincenzo
Marinelli’s orientalistic period and Andrea
Petroni.
· The Museo Via Rosario Contemporanea
exhibits a permanent collection of contemporary artworks by internationally renowned
artists such as Mimmo Paladino, Achille Bonito Oliva, Umberto Mastroianni, Hans Hartung, temporary exhibitions by great artists.
· The Museo del Novecento (museum of the
and Antoni Tàpies. The museum also offers
20th century) keeps works by important local
artists, such as Luigi Guerricchio, Mauro Masi,
Gaetano Pompa, Cesare Colasuonno, Pasquale
Virgilio, and Giovanni Iacovino.
· The Museo della Ceramica del ’900 (museum of ceramics in the 20th-century) mainly
presents artworks from the so-called German
period of Vietri’s ceramics, with a focus on
great artists-craftsmen, starting from Guido
Gambone and the Procida’s brothers.
· The Biblioteca Lucana Angela Aiello (library)
houses a collection of books by the most renowned local writers and prints on Basilicata
from the 17th century to the 20th century. The
Pacichelli hall has plenty of prints, depicting
some local villages in the early 18th century,
while on the second floor there is an interesting maps’ hall (the oldest map dates back to
1620) and one dedicated to earthquakes (the
earthquakes in the Vulture district in 1851 and
in Val D’Agri in 1857). The third floor features
a rare collection of books on the Grand Tour,
the magical cultural and sentimental journey
to southern Italy made by some European
intellectuals between the 18th and 19th
52
centuries.
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Casa delle Muse
The Casa delle Muse (house of the muses)
offers its visitors a rich itinerary to discover one of the most interesting and unique
personalities of the 20th century: Leonardo
Sinisgalli, renowned poet-engineer from
Montemurro. Along with the library with
over 3,000 books, original drawings and
other documentary material, this elegant
exhibition venue houses the desk and the
Olivetti typewriter used by Sinisgalli, as
well as a famous oil portrait by painter
Maria Padula. The house offers itineraries
based on different themes: “Sinisgalli’s
attic”, with materials (documents, objects,
books, etc.) found in the cellar and in the
attic; “Sinisgalli’s soul”, which displays the
documents acquired by Agnese De Donato

(30 drawings, photographs, manuscripts
and unpublished poems); “Sinisgalli and
the pastels of Montemurro” with some
Sinsigalli’s drawings that were given by
the Regional Council of Basilicata to the
Foundation, in free-of-charge loan for use.
It is also possible to see the documents,
objects, paintings and books - both ancient
and modern - received in 2017 through
the “SOS Sinisgalli” campaign for the
recovery of materials related to Sinisgalli
in flea markets, auctions and antiquarian
libraries. Periodically, the Casa delle Muse
hosts exhibitions by great national and
international artists organised within the
programme of the ACAMM museums and
libraries’ networks.
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■ VALSINNI
A journey through Isabella Morra’s
literature
In the literary park dedicated to Isabella
Morra, the life and poems of this poetess, who
lived in Valsinni and tragically disappeared in
the 1500s, become a key in understanding the
area. Itineraries of remembrance are spread
across the village, through the atmospheres
and fascinating places which have inspired
her poetry. The “Sentimental Journeys” to
Valsinni take visitors through the discovery of
all the places that have been the inspiration
for Isabella’s poems: Mount Coppolo, the alleys of the ancient Favale, river Sinni, with its
turbid and fast-flowing waters, the rocky shore and the thick woods. Nestled among this
authentic, rough and charming landscape, lies
the castle where Isabella Morra has lived her
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short life and written her poems. The literary
park retraces her life, the ‘intellectual’ love
for the Spanish baron from Bollita (today’s
Nova Siri), Diego Sandoval de Castro, and all
of her works. Each summer, to remember the
poetess, the village takes visitors back to the
late-medieval atmospheres of Favale, through
the ancient beliefs, crafts and flavours of the
peasant culture.
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■ TURSI
A journey through Albino Pierro’s
literature
Located in Albino Pierro’s house, the “Albino
Pierro” Literary Park is dedicated to this poet
from Basilicata, nominated several times
for the Nobel Prize for Literature. The park,
managed by the Albino Pierro research centre, offers breathtaking views over the clay
gullies known as Calanchi and the Santuario
di Santa Maria d’Anglona (sanctuary). At the
top lies the charming Rabatana, the ancient
Saracen district. Surrounded by ravines called “jaramme” (dialect term) by the poet
- this district, along with the houses made
in brick and stone, make the ancient town
an astonishing example of spontaneous architecture. The Museo della Poesia Pierriana
(museum of Albino Pierro’s poetry) houses
documents, books and pictures related to the
poet, together with a permanent exhibition
of paintings by local artists such as Nino
Tricarico and Antonio Masini, whose works
have been inspired by Pierro’s poems.
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■ BRIENZA
A journey through Francesco Mario Pagano’s literature
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The newly established literary park
dedicated Francesco Mario Pagano,
famous jurist and patriot from Basilicata, houses the Museo bio-bibliografico
(bio-bibliography museum) curated by
the “Francesco Mario Pagano” international research centre. The museum
boasts over 5,000 books, many of which
belonged to this influential exponent
of the Enlightenment from Brienza and
were donated to the Centre by Irene
Giampietro, his heir. In Brienza, it is
also possible to visit the key places
linked to Pagano’s life and works, the
ruins of his native house, perched on
the slopes of Caracciolo castle and the
works that represent him. There is also
a famous painting by Giacomo Di Chirico, which depicts him in 1869, while
the judge reads his sentence of death (municipal office of Brienza) and the
stunning bronze statue by Achille D’Orsi (1890) in Piazza del Municipio.
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■ SANT’ARCANGELO
Orsoleo Museo Scenografico
Nestled among the villages of Sant’Arcangelo and Roccanova, between the Agri and
Sinni rivers, lies the impressive monastic
complex of Santa Maria di Orsoleo. Built for
the Franciscans in 1474, at the request of
Count Eligio II della Marra, the monastery
was later extended. The frescoes on the
walls were made in the mid-16th century
by Giovanni Todisco, well-known painter
from Abriola, and later by Antonio Stabile
from Potenza, who painted the “Madonna

with the Child and San Giovannino” (1580)
on the altarpiece of the high altar. Inside
the convent, a scenic museum itinerary
on the evolution of Western monasticism
offers visitors a unique cultural experience
and spiritual journey through ancient and
modern Basilicata.
Large images, sounds, video installations,
scenic effects and 3D films narrate the convent’s origins and everyday life, as well as
its natural and cultural landscape.
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■ TITO

Fondo Carlo Alianello

Museo Della Torre

Established in 2000, the Carlo Alianello Fund contains the legacy left by the
Alianello’s family. Manuscripts, correspondence, documents and personal objects, as
well as some paintings and drawings made
by this writer from Basilicata can be found.

The Norman tower that houses the Museum
overlooks the fortified medieval settlement
of Satrianum and the ‘religious’ district
made up of the Cathedral and the bishop’s
palace.
The first floor of the tower, which rests on
a cistern for rainwater collection, offers an
‘immersive’ museum tour to discover the
natural resources and landscape transformations, with insights on the road network,
economy and trade. The second floor is
dedicated to ‘material’ culture - food, agriculture and craftsmanship - and also offers
some interesting insights on religiousness
and rites, from the pre-Christian era to the
Middle Ages. Located between earth and
sky, the terrace is an observation deck displaying the historical geography of the vast
area overlooked by the fortress. At night,
thanks to a powerful telescope, the stars
and constellations can be admired.
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■ SATRIANO DI LUCANIA
Museo Virtuale Parco dei Colori
Del Pietrafesa
A picture reflected in a mirror welcomes
visitors at the museum’s entrance. It is
a picture of the most famous 17th-century painters from Basilicata: Giovanni
De Gregorio, known as “Il Pietrafesa”,
to whom the multimedia museum, set
up in the noble palace of the Rocca di
Poggiardo, in Satriano di Lucania (the
artist’s birthplace) is dedicated. Over
forty digitised works are displayed along
an interesting multisensory itinerary.
In another hall of this small museum,
visitors can leaf through a digital
book suspended in the air and retrace
the cultural contributions made by
17th-century artists, poets, musicians,
jurists and ecclesiastics from Basilicata.
■ SAN MAURO FORTE
Museo Multimediale
“In Viaggio in Basilicata”
The Multimedia Museum “In Viaggio in Basilicata” (Journey across Basilicata), set up
in the 18th-century Palazzo Arcieri Bitonti,
narrates the Basilicata region in an innovative and unique way. Through video images,

modern touch-screens and photo creations
by local artist Francesco La Centra, visitors
can experience the emotions lived by writer
Cesare Malpica during his famous journey
across Basilicata, which also led him to San
Mauro Forte, hosted by Baron Francesco Arcieri. The writer’s remarks are also reported
in “La Basilicata”, published in 1847.
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■ PALAZZO SAN GERVASIO
Pinacoteca d’Errico
Founded thanks to the passion for art of
Camillo d’Errico (1821-1897), enlightened
mayor of Palazzo San Gervasio, the prestigious “Quadreria” is one of the most important art collections in Southern Italy. Set
up in the halls of the family’s palace, the
Pinacoteca d’Errico in Palazzo San Gervasio
contains over 300 canvases and 500 prints
(17th/ 19th century) by artists such as
Salvator Rosa, Abraham Brueghel, Gaspare
Traversi, Francesco de Mura, Andrea Vaccaro , and Francesco Solimena.
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The exhibition venue has three closely
related sections: the first displays the collection’s most celebrated works; the second
boasts a group of printed engravings, mostly dating back to the 19th century; and the
third exhibits precious ancient books from
the rich family’s book collection. The moral
body that animates the cultural activities
of the Pinacoteca also organises temporary
events and exhibitions, in cooperation with
the Polo Museale of Basilicata and other
institutions
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■ BERNALDA/METAPONTO
Pinacoteca d’Arte moderna e
contemporanea
The PAMeC of Bernalda and Metaponto is a
permanent exhibition of contemporary and
modern works of art. It houses works by artists who have lived or still live in Basilicata, or had a connection with the region and,
in particular, with Bernalda and Metaponto.

■ GRASSANO - Palazzo Materi
Home to the municipal office and the museum of the Materi’s family, Palazzo Materi
was built in the historic centre between
the late-18th and early-19th centuries. It
is one of the most elegant and historically
rich palaces in Grassano. The building’s
façade boasts elements in the Baroque and
Neoclassical styles. The interior houses the
artistic Nativity scene made by Francesco
Artese from Grassano.
■ ANZI - Casa Canonica
Among the places of worship in the village of
Anzi, the Casa Canonica really stands out for
its permanent multi-scenic Nativity scene.
Designed by Antonio Vitulli, it is among the
most beautiful and largest in Europe. Made of
plaster and recycled materials, it represents
10 scenes from the life of Jesus, ranging from
the Annunciation to Jesus’ adolescence.
Chiesa di Santa Maria
Perched on a mountain-top overlooking the
village of Anzi, the Chiesa di Santa Maria
boasts one of the most interesting cycles of
frescoes by Giovanni Todisco, dedicated to
the life of Christ and the Virgin (1559).

■ SANT’ANGELO LE FRATTE
Pinacoteca Civica “Michele Cancro”
Housed in an ancient palace belonging to
the municipal complex of Palazzo Galasso,
the Pinacoteca combines elements of the
original architectural structure - the stone
arch located in the central hall - with modern elements, such as the glass sections of
the floor.
The Gallery displays 243 artworks by Michele Antonio Saverio Cancro, donated by
the artist the citizens of his hometown, as a
token of his love and esteem.
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■ ARTEPOLLINO
Thanks to the ArtePollino association, and
the precious cooperation of the Basilicata
Region, great artists such as Carsten
Höller, Anish Kapoor, Giuseppe Penone,
Claudia Losi, Anni Rapinoja have displayed
permanent artworks in various spots
of the Pollino National Park, which has
thus become the backdrop to important
artistic and cultural initiatives. Among
these, the ArtePollino Award, which has
■ TEANA - Percorso museale
The open-air itinerary of monumental
sculptures by Marino di Teana, called
“SPKM_0.9”, takes visitors into discovering
the cultural and landscape background of
Francesco Gaetano Marino, known as Marino di Teana (Teana 1920, Perigny-sur-Yerres 2012).
The artist has been internationally recognised by critics as one of the greatest
metal sculptors of the 20th century. The
itinerary meanders along the artist’s sculptural works, guiding visitors through the
discovery of his own language, aimed at
creating continuity between sculpture and
architecture, shapes and space.
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recently managed to involve the Italian
Fine Arts Academies and “Operazione
Terzo Paradiso” (dedicated to schools and
linked to the great artist Michelangelo
Pistoletto). The ArtePollino association
is a project leader of Matera 2019 with
the project “Ka art, drawing the collective
map of Basilicata”. Through artist-inresidence programmes, literary walks
and performances, the project intends to
narrate the story of the Pollino Park.
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■ FILIANO - Pitture rupestri
The complex of cave paintings of the
prehistoric site “Riparo Ranaldi” is listed
among the most representative rockhewn sites in Basilicata. Dating back tothe
Mesolithic period (about 10,000 years
ago), the paintings boast figures carved
out of a sandstone rock wall, at an altitude
of about 800 m in Tuppo dei Sassi, Filiano. They bear witness to the presence of
settlements by primitive hunter-gatherer
communities. This important finding made in 1965 by the then director of the
provincial museum of Potenza, Francesco Ranaldi - can be considered the most
ancient and original testimony of human
culture in Basilicata. The paintings, where
the red is laid using the fingers, represent
hunting scenes probably connected with
propitiatory rituals. Spread over an area of
52 cm x 44 cm, they depict animals (probably deer) together with anthropomorphic figures and arboreal symbols.
■ ATELLA - Sito paleolitico
The paleolithic site is nestled among some
of the most fascinating and colourful
scenario of the Vulture Melfese area. Here,
near the Atella’s cemetery, visitors can see
the tusk of an ancient elephant (Elephas
antiquus) dating back to 600,000 years ago
and found during an excavation carried out
by Prof. Eduardo Borzatti von Lowestern of
the University of Florence.
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TRADITIONS
■ SAN PAOLO ALBANESE
Museo della Cultura Arbëreshe
The Museum of the Arbëreshe Culture in San
Paolo Albanese displays the extraordinary
traditions of the Arbëreshe communities that
have lived in the Pollino National Park for
over five centuries. Objects, images, stories, songs and films offer visitors a not-to
be-missed and exciting journey through the
Arbëreshe history and culture: from the traditional broom shrub spinning, to everyday
life, traditional dresses and songs.
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■ SAN COSTANTINO ALBANESE
Etnomuseo della Civiltà Arbëreshe
The building that houses the Ethnic Museum
of the Arbëreshë Culture is located in the
historic centre of San Costantino Albanese.
The ground floor hosts the Albanian culture
library, the iconographic exhibition by Josif
Droboniku, who also created the decorations on the town’s Chiesa Madre, and the
Arbëreshe Nativity scene. On the first floor,
it is possible to visit a collection of typical
rural objects, precious traditional Arbëreshe
dresses and a loom used for broom processing
and spinning
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■ PIGNOLA
Museo Scenografico del Costume
e della Civiltà Rurale
The permanent exhibition of folk and
traditional women’s dresses, housed in the
Scenic museum of rural traditions and culture explores the strong evocative power
of rural culture’s symbols. Pre-booking is
required.

■ VIGGIANO
Museo delle Tradizioni Locali
The museum of local traditions is not
an ordinary museum, but a place where
visitors can explore the past using the
innovative technologies of the present.
On the ground floor of the 15th-century
convent of Santa Maria del Gesù, the MuVIG opens its doors to curious or nostalgic
visitors, and popular culture enthusiasts.
In addition to the classic guided tour, the
seven exhibition halls offer visitors an
augmented reality experience, through
videos, images and information on the use
and meaning of the over three hundred
exhibits.
Museo del lupo
In the charming beech wood of Viggiano it
is possible to ‘meet’ the wolf. The museum of the wolf contains some embalmed
specimens of wolf, along with other animal
species that populate the Val d’Agri area,
such as badgers, foxes and eagles. This is
the first museum dedicated to the wolf in
Basilicata and offers plenty of texts and
audiovisual material to learn about this
mammal.
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HISTORY
■ SAVOIA DI LUCANIA
Museo della Memoria
The museum of memory has two sections:
one is dedicated to the anarchist movement
and the other to the history of Fascism,
which is narrated through the “Vernotico”
collection. Another hall explores the controversial figure of Giovanni Passannante,
who attempted the life of King Umberto I of
Savoy in 1878, through a short film on the
different phases of the trial that followed the
attempted murder.
■ RIONERO IN VULTURE
Museo Del Brigantaggio
In the former Grancia of Santa Maria degli
Angeli, in Rionero in Vulture, the museum
of brigandage presents the main phases
and characters of the intense historical
period after Italy’s unification. In the
town that gave birth to Carmine Crocco,
one of the most famous Italian brigands,
in a room of the ancient Bourbon prison,
scenes from several films on brigandage
are displayed. There is also a section dedicated to economic and social insights, and
two interactive venues that exhibit images
and objects once belonged to Briganti and
Brigantesse (male and female brigands).
Palazzo Fortunato
Palazzo Fortunato was built at the beginning of the 18th century by Carmelo
Fortunato and enlarged by his heirs in the
following century. The imposing building
(about 4000 square meters) contains the
full story of Giustino Fortunato (Rionero
in Vulture 1848 - Naples 1932), statesman,
politician, historian and educator, universally recognised as the father of the
“Southern Question”, the social and political situation in Southern Italy. He lived
in the palace with his loved ones, hosting
great personalities from the political, cultural and art landscape, such as Giuseppe
Zanardelli, Émile Bertaux and Benedetto
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Croce. The building overlooks the town’s
Piazza. Inside, in a large garden, the original furnishings of the study rooms and
kitchens can be found. Since 1975 it has
been home to the “Giustino Fortunato”
Civic Library, which houses part of the family fund and is the seat of the Fondazione
Giustino Fortunato for historical, economic
and social studies on Southern Italy.
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■ LAGOPESOLE
The world of Frederick II
In the summer, the Lagopesole castle - used
as a stopover for hunting by Emperor Frederick II - houses a night-time show, where
large screenings on the walls make visitors
travel through time to discover the stupor
mundi (the astonishment of the world).
The voice and face of Remo Girone, a famous
Italian actor, narrate Frederick’s loves and
stories, thanks to spectacular effects and
reconstructions. Moreover, a multimedia art
installation, open all year round in the inner
halls of the Castle, invites visitors to further
explore the emperor’s epic deeds.

Museo dell’emigrazione
A journey to a ‘different’ Basilicata, beyond
regional and national borders, to discover
the mass phenomenon of Italian emigration. This is what the museum of emigration, housed in the Lagopesole castle of
Emperor Frederick II, offers to its visitors.
The museum is also home to the “Nino
Calice Documentation Centre”. The multimedia tour is organised around four halls,
where the life of emigrants from Basilicata
can be explored and their journeys retraced. Visitors can experience the typical
atmosphere of the ships in which emigrants
used to travel, which is faithfully reproduced through sounds and scent diffusers, as
well as shipwreck scenes. The visit ends at
the “Ellis Islands” hall, where three large
touch-screens show the tests given by the
Americans to the emigrants to grant them
access to the country.
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■ MONTICCHIO
Museo di storia naturale
The natural wonders of the Vulture area, a
still untouched ecosystem, are on display
at the Abbazia di San Michele Arcangelo
(abbey) in Monticchio (Rionero in Vulture).
■ LATRONICO
Mula+
The Mula + includes the Museo Civico
Archeologico (Archaeological Civic
Museum), the Museo delle arti dei mestieri
e della Civiltà contadina (Museum of arts,
crafts and rural civilisation), the Museo Del
Termalismo (Musuem of Spa and Wellness)
and the Municipal Library. These exhibition
venues display stone objects, bone tools
and potteries dating back to the Bronze
Age, as well as typical work tools used by
peasants, furnishings and much more.
A museum of transversal value and ideal
location for meetings, events and theatre
performances.
■ CRACO
MEC, Museo emozionale di Craco
Set up inside the ancient monastery of
San Pietro dei Frati Minori, today the MEC
(Emotional Museum) is the gateway to the
‘ghost town’ of Craco, a unique place that
seems suspended in time. Following some
extensive renovation, now the museum
can offer visitors an innovative multimedia
tour to explore the history of these once
inhabited places.
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The museum tour includes seven halls located on two levels, from the Homo Erectus
of Atella to present days. Visitors can
explore the area’s urban settlements, as
well as the animal and plant habitat, cradle
of the rare “Bramea” moth.
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■ CAMPOMAGGIORE
Museo dell’utopia
The Utopia Museum is a multimedia
exhibition venue dedicated to the history
of the old village of Campomaggiore and
the events linked to the utopian project by
Teodoro Rendina. Between the late-18th
and early-19th centuries, he decided to
create an urban layout inspired by the principles of utopian socialism, exemplified by
18th-century philosophers such as Charles
Fourier and Robert Owen. The village was
abandoned following a landslide that forced
the inhabitants to move a few kilometres
downstream. Today, in the summer, extraordinary shows on “The Utopian City” take
place among the ruins.
■ ROTONDA
Museo paleontologico
The Museo naturalistico e paleontologico
(Palaeontological and Natural Museum)
holds some remains of Elephas antiquus
italicus dating from the upper-middle
Pleistocene (400,000 - 700,000 years ago),
as well as fossils of other animal, plant and
mineral species. Other important animal
fossils have been recently discovered,
including the skeleton of a Hippopotamus
and, for the first time, a hut and some
shards dating back to the Bronze Age
(1500-2000 BC), which bear witness to the
presence of man in the Mercure Valley, the
current Pollino National Park.
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■ PARCO NAZIONALE DEL POLLINO
The Pollino National Park is the largest
newly established protected area in Italy.
Nestled among the peaks of Dolcedorme
and Cozzo del Pellegrino (along the
mountain massif of Pollino and Orsomarso)
and offering some spectacular views over
the Tyrrhenian and Ionian seas, the Pollino
National Park has been the backdrop of
deep relationships between Nature and
Men for millennia. Established in 1993,
the park preserves its symbol, the Pino
Loricato (Bosnian Pine). Spread over more
than 192,000 hectares, the Park boasts
landscapes of extraordinary beauty, which
make it one of the most interesting and
fascinating natural heritages in the world.
In December 2015, the Pollino National
Park became a member of the European and
global network of UNESCO geoparks.
Within the park, in San Costantino
Albanese, visitors can experience the
exhilarating thrill of the Volo dell’Aquila
(Flight of the Eagle), a four-seat flying
adventure. You will be harnessed into a
glider, which descents down the valley
along a 1000 m steel cable, at speeds of up
to 90 kmph.
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■ PARCO APPENNINO LUCANO
VAL D’AGRI-LAGONEGRESE
It is the youngest national park in Italy.
Set up in 2007 and covering almost 69,000
hectares, the park offers endless natural
wonders: peaks that are among the highest
in the entire Southern Apennines and thick
beech, oak, maple and fir woods, the perfect
habitat for many protected animal species.
Its morphology is varied: ancient sheep
tracks used for the seasonal migration of
cattle, dotted with charming sanctuaries
and silent and wary villages.
Lago del Pertusillo
The Pietra del Pertusillo Lake is an
artificial lake nestled among Grumento
Nova, Montemurro and Spinoso. The lake
was built to create a barrier to the Agri
river, near the town of Pietra del Pertusillo
(Pertusillo stone), named after the narrow
hole between two rocks, where the river
wedged. The surrounding landscape is
covered in woods up to the shores of the
lake, which was used for sport fishing and
as a summer tourist destination in the Agri
Valley.
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Sasso di Castalda
Percorso storico-naturalistico and the
Ponte alla Luna
The Percorso Storico-Naturalistico
(historical and natural route) crosses
the ancient part of Sasso di Castalda and
then winds through the Vallone La Manca
(geological site of great scientific value
as it is the outcrop of an ocean floor), the
medieval district of S. Nicola (the civita),
the fortress with the remains of the castle
(the Sasso which gives its name to the
village), and the nearby mountain of
Grazie.
Two Tibetan bridges connect two opposite
mountain-tops, making this route perfect
for adventure lovers and adrenaline
seekers. The first bridge is 100 metres long
and 50 meters high. The second, known as
Il Ponte alla Luna (Bridge to the Moon), is
over 300 meters long and reaches a height
of 100 metres. Other itineraries include:
the “Frassati” trail, a 22 km geological
route that meanders through centuriesold woods with display cases along the
trails, to explore the history of the area;
the”Mimmo Beneventano” trail, also
known as the “Legality trail”, which recalls
the battles of an exemplary citizen, martyr
of the Camorra criminal organisation, and
last but not least the wildlife oasis of the
Cervo, facing the Vallone della Manca.
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■ PARCO REGIONALE GALLIPOLI
COGNATO PICCOLE DOLOMITI LUCANE
Rocky pinnacles rise to the sky above
a boundless green carpet of woods and
forests. Located at about thirty kilometres
south-east of Potenza, the Gallipoli
Cognato National Park and the Lucanian
Dolomites is full of steep cliffs, lush
vegetation and narrow gorges carved by
endless rivers.
Via Ferrata and Volo dell’Angelo
The Via Ferrata is an equipped trail to
climb the Lucanian Dolomites and reach
otherwise inaccessible places, discovering
the great beauty of the area.
The Via Ferrata is divided into the
via ferrata Salemm, on the slope of
Castelmezzano, and the via ferrata
Marcirosa on Pietrapertosa’s side. The two
trails are connected by a Nepalese bridge.
On Pietrapertosa’s slope, the Nepalese
bridge can be reached by walking on a trail
that crosses the Antro delle Streghe (plateau
of the witches), near river Caperrino.
On Castelmezzano’s side, the Nepalese
bridge can be accessed from the starting
point of the Via Ferrata Salemm, by
descending an additional stretch of the
trail.
From Castelmezzano it is possible to
reach the village of Pietrapertosa, and
the other way round, by flying on the
Volo dell’Angelo, the Flight of the Angel.
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Suspended on a 1000 m wire that stretches
between the two mountain-top towns,
visitors can live unique thrills and enjoy
some breathtaking views over the valley.
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■ PARCO NATURALE REGIONALE
DEL VULTURE
Established at the end of 2017, the Vulture
Regional Natural Park includes the
territories of Atella, Barile, Ginestra, Melfi,
Rapolla, Rionero in Vulture, Ripacandida,
Ruvo del Monte and San Fele. Spread over
approximately 60,000 hectares, it also
includes Mount Vulture, an extinct volcano
located in the northern part of Basilicata.
The Park boasts rich biodiversity and two
lakes, the Monticchio Lakes, which really
stand out and are definitely worth a visit.
Laghi di Monticchio
Located at 660 meters above sea level,
these volcanic lakes formed on the craters
of an ancient extinct volcano on the
south-western slope of Mount Vulture.
Immersed in some scenery of rare natural
beauty, they are surrounded by pine, fir,
beech and chestnut woods.
The abbazia di San Michele Arcangelo
reflects in the waters of the smaller
lake. Founded in the 11th century by
Benedictine monks, on pre-existing caves
inhabited by Basilian monks, the abbey
holds splendid Byzantine frescoes.
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■ PARCO ARCHEOLOGICO
STORICO-NATURALE DELLE CHIESE
RUPESTRI DEL MATERANO
The landscape of the Historical Natural
Park of the Rock Churches of Matera is
characterised by deep layers of soft rock,
criss-crossed by deep canyons, grottoes
■ RISERVA REGIONALE DEI CALANCHI
DI MONTALBANO
The Regional Nature Reserve of
Calanchi in Montalbano Ionico is an
area characterised by gullies. Its geology
and palaeontology, along with its great
landscape, environmental, archaeological
and cultural value, make it really unique.
Deep gorges gradually turn into fields
immersed in Mediterranean vegetation,
drawing landscapes of extraordinary
beauty. The flora is very rich and
interesting. It had to adapt to rigid climate
conditions and is populated by authentic
botanical rarities protected by the
European Union.
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and gorges. Over 150 rock churches
constitute its religious and cultural
heritage, along with sites of natural and
historical interest. The park is the perfect
backdrop to host musical, environmental
and cultural events, staged in charming
open-air venues.
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■ CASCATE DI SAN FELE
Meandering through the village of San
Fele, with bizarre jumps and level drops,
the Bradano torrent creates the natural
waterfalls known as “U Uattënnièrë”.
This name derives from the dialectal
transposition of “gualchiera”, a machine
used to process wool using the water
driving force. The Gualchiera of San Fele,
whose remains can still be admired, was
used until the 1940s. There are several
routes to explore the waterfalls, which are
suitable for expert canyoneers, but also
for hikers, offering different degrees of
difficulty. Walking routes, instead, can be
enjoyed by people of all skill levels.
■ CASCATE DI SAVOIA DI LUCANIA
The gorges and waterfalls of Vallone del
Tuorno are located on the border between
Savoia di Lucania and Vietri di Potenza,
within the Luceto wood. The route that leads
to the waterfalls is particularly charming
and wild as it winds through some preserved
natural scenario, rich in Turkey oaks and
hornbeams. A descent of about 300 meters
and a walking trail along the stream (to
be made using the right equipment) take
visitors through the discovery of six lively
waterfalls, some up to 20 meters high.

■ VIETRI DI POTENZA
Gole di “Puzz ‘gnunt”
The gorges of Puzz’gnunt offer one of
the several excursions available in the
area around Vietri di Potenza. The gorges
are whirlpools, originated from high and
steep rocky walls carved by the waters of
river Melandro. Along the shores of the
Melandro - which now are sandy in some
spots and pebbly in others - it is also
possible to find sulphurous water springs.
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Observing
the Stars
■ SPACE GEODESY CENTRE IN MATERA
This science centre of excellence is enclosed
by the beautiful landscape of the Murgia
plateau. Open since 1983, the internationally renowned Space Geodesy Centre of
Matera is named after Professor Giuseppe
“Bepi” Colombo and is the largest operational centre of the Italian Space Agency.
It covers over 5000 square metres and
employs more than one hundred people. It
is mainly dedicated to space geodesy and
Earth observation, but it also explores other
fields, including quantum telecommunication, space debris tracking and interplanetary missions. The Centre has an outdoor
venue to host cultural activities, concerts,
exhibitions, conferences and workshops on
different themes.

■ ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY AND
PLANETARIUM IN ANZI
The Astronomical Observatory in Anzi is
among the most accredited in Italy for scientific and astronomical information dissemination. The perfect location for those who
want to explore the stars and look further
into space, the observatory also has a Planetarium. On its dome, thanks to sophisticated
lighting, visitors can see about 4500 stars
of the northern and southern hemisphere
sky, from the Cassiopeia constellation to the
fascinating constellations of the Zodiac. Reproductions of the Galaxy, the explosion of
a Supernova, the formation of a Nebula and
the birth of the Stars can also be found.

■ ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY IN
CASTELGRANDE
Venture into another dimension and discover the stars, surrounded by some preserved
and moon-like scenery. In Castelgrande
this is possible thanks to the TT1 Observatory, equipped with a mirror of 1.54 m in
diameter. Moreover, the village of Campestre hosts the “A. De Gasparis” Observatory, boasting a telescope with equatorial
mount and a mirror of a diameter of 41 cm.
Experienced operators take visitors through
the discovery of celestial phenomena, with
guided tours for everyone, including groups
and schools.
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A Region Caressed
by Two Seas
■ MARATEA, THE PEARL OF THE
TYRRHENIAN SEA
Nestled among Calabria and Campania, just
like a pearl sheltered by its shell, Maratea is
caressed by the blue waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Its 30 kilometres of coastline are
among the most beautiful in Italy.
The town has an undisputed charm thanks to
its portals, the 44 churches, the 18th-century
arches and palaces, the port, the caves and
coastal towers, and the beautiful Villa Nitti,
once a meeting place for politicians and
intellectuals. Visitors can dive into history
and art among the remains of the castle built
by the Lombards to face the Greek incursions
and the ruins dating back to the classical age
(from the 4th century BC onwards) found
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in the Basilica of S. Biagio. Towering over
Maratea coastline, the statue of Christ the
Redeemer dominates the skyline with its 21
meters of height. Known as the ‘pearl of the
Tyrrhenian Sea’, Maratea is undoubtedly an
important seaside destination. The town
offers plenty of attractions to its visitors and
tourists: small well-equipped coves, perfect
for relaxing, and other beaches for those who
want to practice water sports, excursions
or have fun. There is also a wide range of
accommodation facilities and a rich summer events’ programme featuring concerts,
fashion shows, food routes and a film festival. The town’s really picturesque port has
always connected the Tyrrhenian Sea and
the hinterland, being a delightful landing
place for leisure boats sailing from the gulfs
of Campania to the Aeolian Islands. Today
the port has become one of the best tourist
harbours in the Mediterranean Sea. In the
summer, visitors can wander until late night
around the harbour, the little piazza dotted
with café tables and speciality restaurants.

A Region Caressed by Two Seas

■ THE IONIAN COAST, THE CRADLE OF
MAGNA GRAECIA
Fine sandy beaches merge with crystal-clear waters, once crossed by ancient ships
of Greeks and Romans. It is the stretch of
the Ionian coast that covers thirty-five
kilometres of Basilicata, from Metaponto
to Nova Siri.
Metaponto, the heart of Magna Graecia
where the Greek philosopher Pythagoras
founded his school and died, tells stories of
ancient battles and great conquests, flourishing trade and ominous presages. The
great splendour of Magna Graecia is still
alive in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale
(National Archaeological Museum) and
across the ruins of houses and temples of
the archaeological area. Here, the Tavole
Palatine (Palatine Tables), fifteen Doric columns, remains of the temple of Hera, rise
up and showcase all their magnificence.
Metaponto is part of the municipality of
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Bernalda, hometown of the grandparents
of famous Italian-American director Francis Ford Coppola. Bernalda is a lovely town
perched on a steep cliff that offers some
breathtaking views over the Ionian Sea.
The splendid atmosphere of Magna Graecia also permeates Policoro, the ancient
Heraclea. The town boasts an ancient
acropolis, located within the archaeological site, as well as many places of worship
dedicated to the cult of Dionysus and
Demeter, and interesting exhibits housed
in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale della
Siritide (Archaeological Museum National
of the Siritide).
The harbour of Marina di Policoro belongs
to the Marinagri resort, a modern and
eco-friendly resort whose shores gradually
merge with the sea. Considered the largest
and best equipped harbour of the Ionian
Sea, the Policoro marina offers more than
750 berths and provides services and
support to boats. Along with its beaches
and archaeological sites, the village of
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Policoro offers other interesting sights,
such as the baronial castle, also known as
Palazzo Berlingieri.
Known as the ‘little California’ of Southern
Italy, Scanzano Jonico is renowned for its
endless fields of citrus fruit, vegetables and
tobacco, and its lively beach resorts. The
town boasts several places of archaeological interest: in Termitito, some ancient
Roman baths with Mycenaean influences
have been found. It is also worth mentioning the Baronial Palace, known as the
“Palazzaccio”, a square-plan feudal building with an inner courtyard and a fortified
tower dating back to the 16th century.
Its name, Rotondella (Italian for rounded), derives from the rounded shape of
the town, also known as the ‘balcony’ of
the Ionian Sea thanks to its panoramic
location that encloses the sea and the hills
up to the imposing Pollino peaks. The
historic centre is famous for the “Lamie” of
Bitonte, 17th-century stone arches located
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below the building owned by the Bitonte’s
family, from which they take the name.
Once known as “Bollita”, Nova Siri is the
town of Diego Sandoval de Castro, who was
thought to be the lover of Isabella Morra,
the young poet from Valsinni. The lovers
were murdered by Isabella’s brothers. The
oldest part of the town was built next to
the sea, in Marina di Nova Siri, near the
Torre Bollita, a cylindrical tower erected
in 1520 to sight Saracens’ ships. Known as
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the ‘white city’, thanks to its lime-painted
houses with picturesque red roofs, all lined
up in the charming Dirupo district, Pisticci
is rich in monuments and important works
of art and offers many attractions. Among
these, the Porto degli Argonauti (Port of the
Argonauts), in Marina di Pisticci, which
surrounds the village with the same name
on the Ionian coast.
It is a strategic location for exciting boat
excursions, of one or more days, on well-equipped boats with skipper included. The
Porto degli Argonauti harbour can host up
to 450 small and medium sized boats that
can reach over 30 metres in length.
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Matera Wonder of the World
■ Parco Archeologico Storico Naturale delle Chiese Rupestri del Materano
Via Sette Dolori, 10 - www.parcomurgia.it
■ Cripta del Peccato originale
Contrada Pietrapenta - www.criptadelpeccatooriginale.it
■ Chiesa Rupestre di Santa Lucia alle Malve,
Rione Malve - www.oltrelartematera.it
■ Chiesa di Santa Maria de Idris e Chiesa di San Giovanni in Monterrone,
Via Madonna dell’Idris - www.oltrelartematera.it
■ Complesso Rupestre di Madonna delle Virtù e San Nicola dei Greci,
Via Madonna delle Virtù - www.caveheritage.it
■ Chiesa Rupestre di Santa Barbara
Via Casalnuovo, 285 - www.parcomurgia.it
■ Convicinio di Sant’Antonio
Rione Casalnuovo - www.sassidimatera.net
■ Cattedrale Maria SS. Della Bruna
Piazza Duomo - tel. 0835 332908
■ Chiesa di San Francesco d’Assisi
Piazza San Francesco
■ Chiesa del Purgatorio
Via Domenico Ridola
■ Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista
Via San Biagio
■ Chiesa di San Domenico
Piazza Vittorio Veneto
■ Museo Diocesano di Matera
Piazza Duomo, 7 - materainbasilicata.blogspot.it
■ Castello Tramontano
Via del Castello
■ Palombaro Lungo Ipogei
Piazza Vittorio Veneto - tel. 339 3638332
■ Museo Laboratorio della Civiltà Contadina
Via S. Giovanni Vecchio, 60 - www.museolaboratorio.it
■ Museo Archeologico Nazionale “Domenico Ridola”
Via Domenico Ridola, 24 - tel. 0835 310058
■ Museo nazionale d’arte medievale e moderna della Basilicata
Palazzo Lanfranchi, Piazzetta Pascoli - tel. 0835 256211

■ MUSMA - Museo della Scultura Contemporanea
Via S. Giacomo - www.musma.it
■ Biblioteca Provinciale Tommaso Stigliani
Piazza Vittorio Veneto - www.biblioteca.matera.it
■ Casa Cava
Via S. Pietro Barisano, 47 - www.casacava.it
■ Casa di Ortega
Via San Nicola del Sole Sasso Barisano - www.casaortega.it
■ Casa Noha
Recinto Cavone, 9 - www.fondoambiente.it
■ Centro di Geodesia Spaziale ‘Giuseppe Colombo’
Località Terlecchia - tel. 0835 377511/501

Potenza, the Vertical City
■ Teatro Francesco Stabile
Piazza Mario Pagano, Via Teatro Stabile - www.comune.potenza.it
■ Cattedrale di San Gerardo
Via Vincenzo Scafarelli, 6
■ Chiesa di San Michele
Vicolo Bruno - tel. 0971 23172
■ Chiesa di San Francesco
Piazza Prefettura - www.fratiminoriconventualinapoli.com
■ Chiesa di Santa Maria del Sepolcro
Piazzale Aldo Moro - www.santamariadelsepolcro.it
■ Museo Archeologico Nazionale della Basilicata “Dinu Adamesteanu”
Via Andrea Serrao, 11 - www.polomusealebasilicata.beniculturali.it
■ Galleria Civica Piazza Pignatari
Cappella dei Celestini Largo Serrao - www.comune.potenza.it
■ Museo Diocesano di Potenza
Via Vescovado - www.comune.potenza.it
■ Museo Archeologico Provinciale
Via Lazio, 18 - www.provincia.potenza.it
■ Pinacoteca Provinciale
Via Lazio - www.provincia.potenza.it
■ Biblioteca Nazionale
Via del Gallitello, 100 - bnpz.beniculturali.it
■ Archivio di Stato
Via Nazario Sauro, 1 - www.beniculturali.it

■ Auditorium del Conservatorio di Musica “Carlo Gesualdo di Venosa”
Via F. Tammone, 1 - www.conservatoriopotenza.it

Artistic and Cultural Routes
■ Comune di Venosa
Via Vittorio Emanuele II, 204 - www.comune.venosa.pz.it
Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Venosa,
Piazza Umberto I’, 49 - www.beniculturali.it
■ Comune di Acerenza
Corso Vittorio Emanuele III, 151 - www.comune.acerenza.pz.it
Museo Diocesano di Acerenza
Largo Seminario, 3 - www.diocesiacerenza.it/museo-diocesano/
■ Comune di Melfi
Via Cittadinanza Attiva - www.comune.melfi.pz.it
Museo Archeologico Nazionale del Melfese “Massimo Pallottino”
Melfi, Via Normanni - http://musei.beniculturali.it/musei?mid=73
Museo Diocesano di Melfi
Palazzo Vescovile, 1 - https://www.beniculturalionline.it/location-314_Museo-diocesano-di-Melfi.php
■ Comune di Forenza
Corso grande - www.comune.forenza.pz.it
■ Comune di Ripacandida
Via Gianbattista Rossi, 3 - comune.ripacandida.pz.it
■ Comune di Muro Lucano
Via Roma, 39 - www.comune.murolucano.pz.gov.it
Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Muro Lucano
Via Seminario, 6 - www.beniculturali.it
■ Comune di Vaglio Basilicata
Via Carmine, 106 - www.comune.vagliobasilicata.pz.it
Museo delle Antiche Genti di Lucania
Via Carmine, 106 - tel. 0971 487 871
■ Comune di Grumento
Piazza Sandro Pertini n. 1 - 0975 65044
Museo Archeologico Nazionale dell’Alta Val d’Agri,
Grumento Nova, Contrada Spineta - www.museoguide.it
■ Comune di Irsina
Corso Canio Musacchio - www.comune.irsina.mt.it
Mostra multimediale permanente “I tesori del Bradano” tel. 327 2024275

Museo Archeologico Civico Janora
Irsina, Piazza S. Francesco, 8 - tel. 0835 518330
■ Comune di Tricarico
Via Don Pancrazio Toscano - tel. 0835 526111
Museo Archeologico di Tricarico
Via Vittorio Veneto, 1 - www.basilicata.beniculturali.it
Museo Diocesano di Tricarico
Piazza Mons. Raffaello delle Nocche
■ Comune di Montescaglioso
Via Cosimo Venezia 1 - http://www.comune.montescaglioso.mt.it/
Abbazia di San Michele Arcangelo
Montescaglioso, Piazza del Popolo, 14 - tel. 334 836 0098
■ Comune di Miglionico
Via Dante 1 - www.miglionico.gov.it
■ Comune di Rivello
Viale Monastero 48, tel. 097346004
Convento di Sant’Antonio
Rivello, Viale Monastero
■ Comune di Tursi
Piazza M. SS. di Anglona, 1 - www.comune.tursi.mt.it
■ Metaponto Museo e Parco Archeologico Nazionale
Via Aristea, 21 - www.beniculturali.it
■ Comune di Policoro
Piazza Aldo Moro 1 - www.policoro.gov.it
■ Policoro Museo Archeologico Nazionale della Siritide
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 8 - www.basilicata.beniculturali.it
■ Comune di Maratea
Piazza Biagio Vitolo, 1 - www.comune.maratea.pz.it
Centro Operativo Misto
Largo Cappuccini, 1 - tel. 0973 877 676
Palazzo De Lieto,
Maratea,Via Gafaro, 5
Villa Nitti,
Maratea, Acquafredda, tel. 0972 728 645

Journey through Memory: Art & Literature, Traditions, History
■ ACAMM – Rete museale
Aliano, Parco Letterario “Carlo Levi”, Strada provinciale Aliano - www.parcolevi.it
Pinacoteca Carlo Levi di Aliano, vico Secondo Umberto I 13
www.museialiano.it/pinacoteca-carlo-levi/
Museo Paul Russotto di Aliano, via Collina - www.museialiano.it/museo-paul-russotto/
Castronuovo Sant’Andrea, Museo Internazionale della Grafica
Biblioteca Comunale “Alessandro Appella”- Atelier calcografico “Guido Strazza”
Via degli Archi - http://www.mig-biblioteca.it/
Moliterno, MAM - Musei Aiello di Moliterno
Museo Palazzo Aiello, via Arcivescovo de Maria, 28
Casa Domenico Aiello, via S. Rocco, 8, tel. 339 572 5077
Museo Via Rosario Contemporanea
Museo del Novecento, via Giuseppe Mazzini, 9, tel. 339 572 5077
Museo della Ceramica, Vico Trinità, 3, tel. 339 572 5077
Biblioteca Lucana Angela Aiello, Via Santa Croce, 27 - aiellomusei.com
Montemurro, Casa delle muse di Sinisgalli
Corso Leonardo Sinisgalli, 44 - www.fondazionesinisgalli.eu
■ Valsinni, Parco Letterario Isabella Morra,
Piazza Carmine - www.parcomorra.it
■ Tursi, Parco Letterario Albino Pierro
Corso Umberto I, 4 - www.albinopierro.it
■ Brienza, Parco letterario Francesco Mario Pagano
Palazzo Paternoster (sede del Parco)
■ Sant’Arcangelo, Orsoleo Museo Scenografico
Via Orsoleo, tel. 344 2723307
■ Satriano di Lucania, Il Palco dei colori del Pietrafesa
www.comune.satriano.pz.it
■ Tito, Museo Della Torre (Torre di Satriano)
http://www.torresatriano.it/il-museo/
Fondo Carlo Alianello
via Convento
■ San Mauro Forte, Museo Multimediale “In viaggio in Basilicata”
Piazza Caduti della patria - tel. 346 10 99 508
■ Palazzo San Gervasio, Pinacoteca D’Errico
Corso Manfredi, 110 - www.pinacotecaderrico.it
■ Bernalda e Metaponto, Pinacoteca d’arte moderna e contemporanea
Piazza San Bernardino da Siena, Bernalda - www.pinacotecabernaldametaponto.it
■ Grassano, Palazzo Materi
Corso Umberto I

■ Sant’Angelo Le Fratte, Pinacoteca Civica “Michele Cancro”
Via Regina Margherita, 28 - https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=Cn5QHoeTr21
■ Anzi, Presepe Poliscenico Stabile
Via Vittorio Emanuele - presepepoliscenicostabiledianzi.blogspot.it
Chiesa di Santa Maria
Salita Rosario, 36-38
■ Associazione Artepollino
via Giovanni Falcone, 3 Latronico - www.artepollino.it
■ Teana, Percorso museale di Marino di Teana
Via A. Lauria, tel. 0973 572001
■ Filiano, sito preistorico “Riparo Ranaldi”
Località Tuppo dei Sassi
■ Atella, Sito Paleolitico
Località Cimitero - www.museodelvulture.it/MonticchioPortale/it/atellascavo.page
■ San Paolo Albanese, Museo della Cultura Arbëreshë
www.museidea.basilicata.it
■ San Constantino Albanese, Etnomuseo della Civiltà Arbëreshë
Via Demostene, 3 - tel. 0973 91126
■ Pignola, Museo Scenografico del Costume e della Civiltà Rurale
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele - tel. 0971620211
■ Viggiano, Museo delle Tradizioni Locali
Corso Guglielmo Marconi, 68 - tel. 333 4927248
Museo del Lupo
località Fontana dei pastori - tel. 347 08 12 882
■ Savoia di Lucania, Museo della Memoria
Corso Galibardi - www.comune.savoia.pz.it
■ Rionero in Vulture, Museo Del Brigantaggio
Largo Giuseppe Mazzini, 17BIS - tel. 0972 724 284 (Pro Loco)
Palazzo Fortunato
Piazza Giustino Fortunato, 19
■ Monticchio, Museo di storia naturale
Località Monticchio Laghi - www.museodelvulture.it
■ Lagopesole, Museo dell’emigrazione
Castello di Lagopesole - www.museoemigrazionelucana.it
Il Mondo Di Federico II
Castello di Lagopesole tel. 0971 86251
■ Latronico, Mula+
Località Calda Latronico tel. 340 678 6865

■ Rotonda, Museo paleontologico Rotonda
Via Roma - tel. 0973 667 321
■ Campomaggiore, Museo dell’utopia
Corso Umberto I° - tel. 347 953 9890
■ Craco, MEC Museo emozionale
C.da monastero - www.cracoemotion.org
■ Parco Nazionale del Pollino
sede del Parco Complesso monumentale Santa Maria della Consolazione Rotonda
www.parcopollino.gov.it

Outdoors, Nature and Adventure
■ Parco Nazionale dell’Appenino Lucano – Val d’Agri – Lagonegrese
sede del Parco Via Manzoni, 1 Marsico Nuovo - www.parcoappenninolucano.it
■ Parco Archeologico Storico-Naturale delle Chiese Rupestri del Materano
Via Sette Dolori, 10 - www.parcomurgia.it
■ Parco Regionale Gallipoli Cognato Piccole Dolomiti Lucane,
Località Palazzo - www.parcogallipolicognato.it
■ Parco Naturale Regionale del Vulture, c/o Regione Basilicata - Dipartimento Ambiente e
Energia - Ufficio Parchi, Biodiversità e Tutela della Natura
via Vincenzo Verrastro 5 Potenza (PZ)
■ Riserva Regionale dei Calanchi di Montalbano
Via Roma, 63 - Montalbano Jonico
■ Cascate di San Fele,
Via Giuseppe Mazzini, 9 - 0976 94611
■ Cascate di Savoia di Lucania
Bosco Luceto - tel. 348 749 5371
■ Sasso di Castalda Percorso Storico-Naturalistico e Ponte alla luna
www.pontetibetanosassodicastalda.com
■ Dolomiti Lucane Via ferrata e Volo dell’Angelo
Piazza Rivelli, 1 - www.volodellangelo.com
■ Ente Irrigazione Diga di Monte Cotugno,
tel. 0971 302238
■ Lago del Pertusillo
www.comune.grumentonova.it
■ Laghi di Monticchio
Località Monticchio Laghi, tel. 0972 716611

Observing the Stars
■ Matera, Centro di Geodesia Spaziale
Località Terlecchia - www.asi.it
■ Castelgrande, Osservatorio Astronomico
Località Toppo - www.castelgrande.gov.it
■ Anzi, Planetario Osservatorio Astronomico
Salita Rosario - www.planetarioosservatorioanzi.blogspot.com

A Region Caressed by Two Seas
■ Comune di Maratea
Piazza B. Vitolo, 1 - www.comune.maratea.pz.it
■ Metaponto, Comune di Bernalda
Piazza Plebiscito - www.comune.bernalda.matera.it
■ Comune di Policoro
Piazza Aldo Moro - www.policoro.gov.it
■ Porto turistico di Marina di Policoro
Via S. Giusto, Loc. Torre Mozza - www.marinagri.it
■ Comune di Scanzano Jonico
Piazza dei Centomila 11 - www.comune.scanzanojonico.mt.it
■ Comune di Rotondella
Piazza Della Repubblica, 5 - www.comune.rotondella.mt.it
■ Comune di Nova Siri
Largo Dott. Melidoro - www.comune.novasiri.mt.it
■ Comune di Pisticci
Piazza Dei Caduti, 1 - www.comune.pisticci.mt.it
■ Porto degli Argonauti
Lido di Macchia - Marina di Pisticci - www.portodegliargonauti.it

Basilicata Tourist Board
Potenza
Via del Gallitello, 89
tel. +39 0971 507611
potenza@aptbasilicata.it
Matera
Via De Viti De Marco, 9
tel. +39 0835 331983
matera@aptbasilicata.it
Basilicata OpenSpace
Piazza Vittorio Veneto
Palazzo dell’Annunziata
tel. +39 370 125 9856
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